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The case for "relevance' in
sensorimotor physiology
Ragnar Granit
That the nervous system does not appear to process certain information does not necessartO"
mean that it is incapable of doing ~o. i f the information is made +relevant" to the organism.
then the "silent" processing ~rstems can become activated. For example, the "co/our-blind"
cat can be trahted to respond to different ~'olours prorided the reward is .suitahh" appetizing.
On the contrary, "relerance" may often be the best explanation for placing h~ perspecme
otherwise-inexplicable physiological phenomena.
When Pavlov gave up his work on the
digestive glands that. in 1904. had rendered
him the Nobel Prize. he boldly turned to a
teleological approach in physiological
experimentation. Th~, was based on his
well-know,a method [~f making a neutral
stimulus +reich,ant" by~.~ewarding his dogs
for taking notice of ~t~,The animals were
encouraged to c r e a t e " a n internal prog r a m m e leading to ,"~nticipation. it is
amusing to recall tha~ Puvlov's friend, the
physiologist Robert Tigerstedt. who
actively had sponsored h,s candidacy for
the prize, held this new liz!.: of study to be
an unsound departure from real physiological experimentation alld. in -,~,:,' ersalion. tended to be causttc about it.
Today we may hold ~'aviov's term
'conditioned reflex' for a misnomer but the
technique of training aided t~y rev, arding
(reinforcement) has maintai,~ed its place
a m o n g the leading approa,.hes of behavioural physiology.
In its essence, Parlor's mt'~hod was a
paraphrase of Nature's own r~+ode of
establishing central programmes o f behaviour. His way was the was in which
natural selection goes about tt, business,
rewarding useful traits, putting ,t premium
on rele,,ance for some biological purpose,
and neglecting what deserses to be neglected. This being so, why should it not
be possible to make use o f the concept of
"relevance" to discover physiological mechanisms, even though it may often be
difficult to understand just how to proceed?

Colour-bl~ndness in the cat
! wish to use two illustrations from my
personal sphere of interests. Between 1935
and 1945 I spent some time on studying
specific responses to the wavelength o f
light in the retinas of various animals,

among i hem in the end also the cat, generally regarded as coloar-blind. One knew at
the time that cones were present in =ts
retina, perhaps in the same proport=on as
in our own peripheral eye.
In 1943 I published a paper ~ in which
single units m the light-adapted eye o f the
cat were shown to have the same distribution curve o f spectral sensitivity as had
cone eyes of. for instance, the snake. This
curve also agreed with the human spectral
luminosit} curve of our fo~ea in which
cones alone are present. The energ~ avadable in my spectrum was not ,.cry h~gh but.
nevertheless, it pro~,ed possible m obtain
e~idence against the ~ew that the cat
might be merely a cone monochromat.
Further work ~.'. a*, well a,, t:~per~ment~
with selectite adaptatJo +~. e~lablished
v, ithout doubt that the retn .t o f t h e cat had
cones of different spectra sen~ms=t,,. A
systematic stud~ t. o f esok¢ ! potentials m
the visual area of the cerel-~al cort~ ,~ confirmed this conclusion, as d~d the reeu~ar
increase in rate of rise of sp=k¢ frequency
caused by flashes altered ~n watelength
from the blue to the red t nc of the spectrum a.
The most recent contribution to this
problem has been that of Saflnders ~9 ,,,,ho
isolated units in the optic nerve as v, ell as
in the lateral geniculate bod:.' and presented
his coloured stimuli against a background
of blue. green, or red. thus producing
selective a d a p t a t i o r to these spectral
regions. Sinusoidal stimuli di,~ided the
units into two populations ~ith respect to a
test spot ofgi'.en intensity. One population
had a critical frequency o f a b o u t 25 Hz, the
other at about 35 Hz. Th~s helped to
exclude an embarrassing element o f
chance in hunting for the right kind o f
units, because specific colour-sensitiv~ty

was found only m the latter group The
former population behaved as if its units
had been wholly rod-dominated. The
colour sensiti~e units had max=ma around
470, 570, and 600 qm.
The relevance of colour discrimination
For several reasons it seemed likely that
the neural mechanisms for discrimination
of wavelength in the cat would be poorly
developed compared with, for instance,
those o f birds and m o n k e ) s A discussion
o f these reasons would fall outside m>
present aim which is t4-~ c~pl ..... +sh+ a
number of observers and experimenters
constantly hate denied the cat coloursensitivity.
The s=mple ansx~er ws that they did not
take the trouble to mz-~e ~.olour-dtscrimmatron sufficter.tN relexant for an ammal
which ht,.nt., at dusk it cannot be eas~ to
eradicate the cat's probable haNt of responding chied,, to brightness different.e,,
Those ~ h o succeeded m demonstrating
coiour ,.=sion m the cat~a~.-~ real,zed that a
r e d large number of training experiment.,
would provide a v, ay ol making thetr
animals see the point of x~hat ~as intended
Howe~,er. when cons=dering how to
make colour-discnmmat~on "relevant' ta
an ammal for which there r, no beha,,toural
moti~,atlon to ,,how coi~ur-d'scrimlnallon.
the later experiment,, ~,f Xlant.~ .Mello t5 are
of part~tular mtcre,,t 1-he prt,t ~em of relevance ts s~ell tlluqrated b,, her reference to
the fac ° th,t dtu.khng,, reared monochromatlcall,, do not rc,,po;~d to colour,,.
although, ph~,,a~lo-Jcall.~, the~ are perfectl~ capable of doing ,,o ibex mu~t
someho~ he taught to attend ,, ~;.,
particular a.,pe~:t of ~r, ual mforn+at~o~
Simdarl~ cat,, ha~,e to be taught, and ~f th~
~s done clc- + ,. ,"
2d not be nece~,~ar,
to hax~ ,,.~.our,,e to an :Jb,,urd nt~mber t~f
tr~41*,.
Mello's best result,, ~cn. ~bt.v,lt ~ ,n ".%"
sertes of "'po~t-d=scnmmat~on training
gradients" The cats had to ,mdettake a
dfft'erentml dt~crmunatJon training o,1
wa,,elengths of 450 nm ( • ) and 550 nm
) After some 30 se,,~Jons each or=real
~as not~ ~ble to d~tmgutsh 450 nm from
550 nm: generahzat~on gradtent~ o~tamed
for eight colour,, ,,hov, ed that "'~.~t~ c.,n
respond differentially to wa'.elen_,ths of
eqm~,alent energies as effectt~,el~ a~ to
achromatic ,,ttmuh of different mter~s~tie~'"
in fact. for colour-d~crHnmat~on, fewer
training ~esstons were reqmred l'~+r satisfactory performance than for brightness
discrimination. Her animals could d~stJnguish red. blue. and green from grey. and
also ddl'crenti:,te betv~een blue and green
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They did less well with red, which v,as
hardly surprising since from the time of my
own early paper of 1943 ~. in which red
sensitivity was held to be weak, nearly
everyone engaged in electrophysiologicai
work on this problem has made the same
observation.
The food used for reinforcement in these
studies may have been especially attractive.
or at any rate not irrelevant: it was a blend
of horsemeat (I can), cod liver oil ( t cup),
milk (~ cup), and multiple vitamins.
This experiment illustrates the amount of
care and thoughtful planning that may be
needed to establish "relevance'. It also
shows how creation of a relevant purpose
can help the physiologist to discover the
e'~i~ence of~ mechanism that has been unsuspected, or has been regarded as impro~able.
With th,.'s in r~md we now proceed to
turf, the problemxound and ask whether or
not 'relevance" often may be the best or
sole explanation obtainable for motor or
sensory responses that seem to be devoid of
meaning and o,,:y strike us as "effects'.
Why. if relevance can make an animal do
something, can not an observed effect be
one that, at times, an animal has developed
for a purposive pattern of behaviour? This
is ['at one way of formulating the general
problem of the value of teleo,ogical
explanations in biology. Elsewhere ~ I have
illustrated this point by certain examples.
the most striking of which being perhaps
yon Frisch's well-known studies of the
relevance of the dance ,~f the honey bee.
The physiology of servo action
A recent case of interest in this context is
an experiment by Marsden, Merton and
Morton ~,~-,~ on "servo action" in human
voluntary movement. They used the long
flexor of the thumb and bent the top joint
of this digit against a force produced by a
torque motor introducing random perturbations. It is "mportant to realize that the
movement involved a tracking experiment
which the subject had been practising: he
had to follow at a definite speed the movement of a spot on a screen through 20" c¢
flexion in i.0 see. In the actual experiments
the guiding spot was turned off. Contraction was measured by a rectified and integrated surface electromyogram, during
which the force and displacement generated
by the torque motor were being monitored.
When the perturbation was an increase
of resistance from the torque motor
opposing the thumb's flexion, the "stretch
reflex' of the muscle incre,~.sed to support
the passage o f the thumb through the
tracking course. This was quite a sensitive
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response; its gain. also tended to increa~
to match the loading as this was augmented
by more power from the motor. This is the
effect which the authors cell "servo action',
the gain control of which takes too long to
set in for it to have been handled by the
spinal monosynaptic reflex component of
the muscle spindles. Furtherrr.)re, similar
results were also obtained with a subject
lacking the monosynaptic reflex. Such
people are found from time to time: work
by other authors has shown z,mn that their
motor responses are perfectly normal
despite the absence of the "tendon jerk"
monosynaplic reflex. Mar~len and his
colleagues provide some evidence for the
suggestion that the delayed servo response
has traversed a loop through the cortex and
thus cannot be called a reflex in the strict
sense of this term. As the experiment is
concerned with a voluntary motor act
(tracking) a cortical component would
hardiy be unexpected, the less so as the
latencies measured for the servo action are
compatible with thts alternative.
Relevance of gate opening stimuli
In the present context, however, other
aspects of this experiment are of inter=at:
the ~uthors found that if the thumb were
anaesthetized, it lost the capacity to
compensate for loading. Since the anaesthesm in the first experiments was produced by pumping up a cuff around the
wrist, this meant that the muscle spindles
by dlemselves were incapable of the
required servo sere, ice: the belly of the
long thumb flexor is in the arm, above the
site of compression, and so the spindles
were not affected by the compression block.
The same experiment repeated with the
big toe gave a different resultt4; servo
action proved to be independent of
anaesthesia despite profound anaesthesia
of the whole foot. Furthermore, when the
thumb response was involved in a general
movement of the whoie arm, it too became
independent of anaesthesia t~. Impulses
from skin or joint receptors were needed
merely for discrete movements o f that
versatile instrument, our thumb, which has
such a large representation in the cortical
motor area.
This experiment thus contained an unexpected discovery of 'relevance'. The
authors also recognize this by saying that
the big toe might have been similarly
dependent upon skin or joint facilitation as
a gate opener to servo action, if we had
learned to use our toes for writing. A teleological interpretation of this kind stimulates interest in a finding that otherwise
would have been merely an "effect'. Motor

physiology is loaded with well-establishcJ,
unexplained, and inexplicable effects,
mostly in terms of excitation or inhibition.
doomed to be neglected and forgotten for
lack of relevance.
~ i n n d m of teleology
Sometimes a teleolog;~:,,-! exple,~a~ion
may be the end-point of a piece of research,
but more often than not it serves as a real
stimulus to continue working and thinking
in order to analyse the organization
responsible for the findings. Further examples include, for instance, classical problems relating to skin afferents. Long ago
Mott and Sherrington, investigating the
effects o f deafferentation in monkeys,
came to the conclusion t~ that skin afferents
are ¢~,sential for delicate motor acts. There
are also the findings of Hagbarth 9 that in
the leg of the cat stimulation of the skin
over a muscle facilitates its motoneurones
and inhibits those of the antagonist muscle.
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